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Viewing contemporary attempts of technologically-advanced countries
to restrict outsider access to critical websites and infrastructure through
the lens of the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, there has been significantly
more credence given to the idea that nation-states are moving towards
creating an infrastructure for national cyber borders. If successful, such
a model would create new economic, social and technical problems
that may pose greater threats to national security. This paper explains
the drawbacks of the cyber-Westphalian model using South Korean
cyber policy as a case study, and highlights the potential dangers of
restricting the internet at the national level. Through data collected
from South Korean computer users and secondary sources, the author
finds that the implementation of national borders in cyberspace is not
feasible. In addition, such a model would bring with it severe detriments
to the online economy and personal freedoms, while still leaving vital
systems vulnerable.
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Cyberspace has become the central nervous system of nations’ com-
munications, government and commercial operations, infrastructure
and security. As the internet grew in scale, so too did the dependence
on cyberspace and vulnerability to cyberattack. The fear that a person,
group or rival state could inflict catastrophic damage to a nation
through the internet has put national cybersecurity at the forefront of
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debates on security policy. Malicious codes such as Stuxnet have shown
that all systems, both online and offline, are potentially vulnerable to
destruction. Some scholars posit the eventual outcome of the current
dynamic is the construction of national borders within cyberspace.1

As this national strategy becomes more prolific, cyberspace will begin
to resemble the current real-world, Westphalian border system.2

This paper examines the cyber-Westphalian model and poses
several central questions. First, are borders in cyberspace a fait accom-
pli? Second, are virtual borders technologically possible, psychologi-
cally comfortable, and systemically and politically manageable, as the
theory purports? Lastly, what are the potential detriments to nations
that pursue and/or achieve such sovereignty over their national
cyberspace? To answer these questions, the author analyzes the work
of Chris C. Demchak and Peter Dombrowski on cyber borders. Due
to South Korea’s status as a democratic and industrialized nation with
an advanced and ensconced high-speed cyber infrastructure, and its
efforts towards a relatively closed and nationalized internet, the
author uses South Korean cybersecurity policy and its management of
national cyberspace as a case study. Key aspects in the organization,
execution and monitoring of its national internet are essential for cre-
ating borders in cyberspace, and therefore the conclusions drawn from
the South Korean exemplar are applicable to other countries seeking
to create national borders in cyberspace. It is concluded that cyber
borders, such as those proposed by Demchak and Dombrowski, are
not inevitable. Although virtual borders may be technologically pos-
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sible, they are not necessarily feasible, nor are they always psychologi-
cally comfortable nor systemically and politically manageable. Fur-
thermore, the economic and social costs of pursuing such a model
make it unlikely that liberal democratic, developed nations will fully
adopt it.

National Borders in Cyberspace

Chris C. Demchak and Peter Dombrowski state in their paper, “Rise
of a Cybered Westphalia,” that the relatively ungoverned frontier of
cyberspace, like all frontiers, does not last forever where human soci-
eties are involved. Eventually, nation-states will extend their sover-
eignty to the internet and exert control over the electronic information
that comes in and out of their domains, and in essence create electronic
borders. Demchack and Dombrowski cite the recent developments in
the cybersecurity policies of developed nations as evidence that states
are already moving towards a bordered internet.3

According to Demchak and Dombrowski, “the transformation
from frontier to substrate across cyberspace” began with the discovery
of the Stuxnet virus in 2010. Stuxnet was a virus planted in the systems
of Iran’s nuclear centrifuge. It eventually destroyed those systems
and set the Iranian nuclear program back years. The malicious software
was believed to be uploaded to the secure, Iranian off-line system via
USB flash drives. Ingeniously crafted, the virus employed many new
sophisticated techniques and codes that were designed with specific
knowledge of its target. Such an endeavor required the resources of
an advanced country with an extensive intelligence network, and
have led some to believe that it was created by the United States,
Israel or both.4
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Without remote directions, Stuxnet meticulously sought and
destroyed a predetermined section of the centrifuge and demonstrated
that heavily secured systems not connected to cyberspace are still
vulnerable to cyberattack. For Demchack and Dombrowski, this was
a turning point in cybersecurity policy. Developed nations now had a
concrete example of a cyber threat with real-world catastrophic poten-
tial. More importantly, nations now have a reason to draw lines and
establish sovereignty over the internet.

Demchack and Dombrowski maintain that the response will be
to move further towards a closed, bordered internet system that can
more thoroughly scrutinize foreign data and thereby prevent potential
threats to national security.5 Examples of how states are already
administering such cybersecurity strategies are then given. According
to their theory, cyberspace is no longer only under the jurisdiction of
state-run communications and commercial agencies. Many industri-
alized nations are now treating cyberspace as another operational
domain of the military. South Korea is surely another example of this.
In addition, countries like China and the United States are developing
technology and defensive strategies that can create such borders in
cyberspace and allow nations to deal with cyber threats, even when
those threats come from their own citizens.6 These nations have already
demonstrated their willingness to go on the offensive, if need be, to
protect national interest. The militaries of technologically-advanced
countries have engaged in cyber warfare that goes beyond simple espi-
onage or vandalism, and seek to extend their regional and international
security paradigm to the realm of cyberspace. Such actions have forced
less technologically advanced countries to push their more developed
allies to secure their cyberspace through traditional security arrange-
ments and organizations such as NATO and the UN, as the cyber-
Westphalian map begins to take shape.7
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The concept of a partitioned, defined, organized and controlled
cyberspace runs contrary to how most people perceive the internet. It
is not a distant, sparsely populated region of the country. The frontier
of cyberspace is a network of billions of systems in virtually every part
of the world, with an equal number of diverse actors. The exponential
acceleration of technological evolution and innovation therein has
formed an environment in which the aggressors manage to outpace
defensive strategies and systems. Software and hardware designed to
steal information, subvert systems, disrupt public policy, and mask the
user’s identity are freely shared among hackers underground. Also,
computer users in liberal democracies have become accustomed to the
freedom that a borderless cyberspace provides. Attempts by govern-
ments to close this Pandora’s box are often met with resistance that
spills over into the political arena, and has a significant effect on policy.
Unlike a physical frontier, reining in cyberspace would seem to be
impossible. However, Demchak and Dombrowski assert that reclaiming
sovereignty over the internet is technologically possible, psychologi-
cally comfortable, and systemically and politically manageable.8

It is further postulated that once technology is in place, states
will come to military, criminal and civil agreements defining respon-
sibility and jurisdiction in cyberspace. There have been several
international civil and criminal cases involving cyberspace jurisdic-
tion, and going forward these territorial issues will be codified through
international institutions. “As civil society extends into cyberspace
with rules of accepted behavior reinforced by modern state institu-
tions, it becomes easier to invoke the routine activities of international
organizations to curb, if not cure, the disruptive activities of the failed-
state portions of the international virtual globe. As a result, institu-
tions will adapt and adjust while replicating the functional aspects of
the current physical concords and rules of behavior to contain the
harm by actors who deviate from the emerging virtual civil world.”9

It is Demchack and Dombrowski’s contention that the new map
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of cyberspace complete with borders, boundaries, and frontiers that
are accepted by all states is inevitable. The beginnings of which can
already be seen in countries such as the U.S., China, South Korea and
the EU to varying degrees.10 However, examining not only the cyber
military policy of these states, but also their public and commercial
internet policies reveals that it will be difficult for many liberal demo-
cratic nations to execute and enforce even basic restrictive cyber poli-
cies. Furthermore, creating cyber borders depends on a partitioning
of cyberspace through technology and national public standards, and
although states can have shared agendas on cybersecurity, they rarely
have common standards when it comes to executing cybersecurity.
Such disconnects in cyber policies within a cyber-Westphalian system
would impede the flow of cyber traffic necessary for many forms of
international communication and commercial interaction. Forrest
Hare agrees with the basic concept of cyber borders, but cautions 
policy makers not to disrupt the connectivity between nations.11 By
applying Kunrether and Heal’s game-theoretic approach to binary
choices (known as the interdependent security investment decision)
to international cybersecurity, they arrive at two conclusions. First,
the probability of a state investing adequately in cybersecurity is
directly related to the threat level at which it perceives cyber incur-
sions. Secondly, in order for cyber borders to be effective, all nations
must participate. Hare uses his own model for interdependent liberal
democracies to show that in order for cyber borders to be effective,
all relevant nations must participate.12 The fewer states that partic-
ipate, the greater the probability of a successful attack. If only one
state or a few states participate, the system is compromised.13 There
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is little or no benefit for states to construct cyber borders if they main-
tain a connection with allies who do not pursue such borders.14 As the
utility of the internet expands, and reliance on internet-driven commu-
nications and commerce created in a borderless cyberspace increases,
states may be less inclined to participate. Thus more obstacles to cyber
borders are created, making a cyber-Westphalian system less probable.

South Korea can be seen as a litmus test for liberal democracies
following a closed internet strategy. It has already experienced the
difficulties of limiting cyberspace from its initial forays in cybersecu-
rity policy. In the late 1990’s, the South Korean government financed
the construction of the country’s advanced cyber infrastructure. To
protect its investment, policy makers took several steps intended to
ensure that public cybersecurity protocols would be sufficient to
combat most existing threats. Among these steps were the creation of
the national public-key infrastructure (NPKI), and the evolution of
agencies and departments responsible for monitoring cyber activities
and enforcing cyber policy. As South Korean internet proliferation
grew, policy began to increasingly limit anonymity, content, and access
to foreign sites, and restricted e-commerce activity in an attempt to
preserve the centralized security function and social integrity of its
cyberspace. However, these actions had the unintended consequences
of limiting the commercial potential of the internet in South Korea.
This strategy may have also facilitated the theft of personal informa-
tion of its citizens and ended up actually making South Korean systems
more vulnerable to incursions.15 During the past fifteen years, South
Korea has been the victim of many successful large-scale attacks, and
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has seen its carefully laid plans to partition and defend national
cyberspace begin to possibly unravel.

This paper highlights the deficiencies in the cyber-Westphalian
model. As was the case with South Korea, nations who pursue borders
in cyberspace will have to either drastically change the nature and
scope of their plans for a nationalized cyberspace, or abandon the
concept altogether. In the next section, the many obstacles to creating
virtual borders are examined in greater detail. The author illustrates
the potential economic consequences of partitioning the internet along
national lines. Ultimately, this is a critical analysis that challenges
Demchak and Dombrowski’s concept of the Stuxnet attack as a catalyst
for strengthening the monitoring of data flowing in from outside
national borders.

Obstacles to Virtual Borders

Demchack and Dombrowski’s model is predicated on the assertion
that virtual borders are technologically possible in addition to being
psychologically and politically manageable. However, there is evi-
dence that suggests, for liberal democracies, this may not be the case.

Technical Impediments

Technologically speaking, there have been a number of innovations
that may make borders in cyberspace possible. However, they are not
without their logistical limitations. Although cyber borders may well
be desired by developed nations, the implementations to such tech-
nology might make it unfeasible. Collectively, hackers have historical-
ly had an advantage over those defending national systems. Within
the parameters of the current architecture of the internet, it is still not
possible in some cases to detect new malicious code, locate and identify
attackers or fully secure vital, offline systems. However, even if future
technological advances were to allow nations to sequester their
national cyber infrastructures, there still seems to be no guarantee
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that such actions would make systems more secure.
Technologies for securing borders in cyberspace must be able to

scan all information coming through their networks and detect mali-
cious or illegal codes, distinguish between national and international
content, and identify and locate their source. The conventional wisdom
has been that such security measures are simply impossible to enforce
completely, and that no defense is impenetrable. No matter what kind
of defensive strategy or technologies states may devise, given enough
time, every system can be hacked. Current technology cannot scan all
incoming data to determine national origin and threat potential, nor
can modern forensic techniques always track the source of the hack
and the identity of the hacker with complete confidence.16 Demchack
and Dombrowski argue against this by suggesting that governments
require data to be tagged at the source.17

In addition to tracking, such configurations also allow China to
control its internet through three main internet gateways. They further
cite China’s efforts to create its own internet known as China’s Next
Generation Internet (CNGI). Expansion of the number of internet
addresses (IPv6) allows for each machine in their cyberspace to be
tagged and tracked by its own unique web address. Such a design
requires a significant investment in infrastructure, but this “three-
dimensional” approach allows for greater control without sacrificing
the speed of the network. Such a description infers that the CNGI is
secure and cannot be subverted. However, this is not entirely accurate.
There are many ways around the security protocols of the CNGI.18
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With enough time and investment, any technology, cyber defense
strategy or internet architecture can be realized, but the question over
the feasibility of such actions would remain. Cryptography covers
four main areas of information security: authentication, integrity,
non-repudiation, and confidentiality. Encryption can only be used to
verify the sender’s identity and that the message is intact. So theoreti-
cally, the technology that would allow a nation to control its own
cyberspace does indeed exist. However, a bigger issue is that of pub-
lic and private shared keys.19

Cryptography can be broken down into two broad areas: shared-
key cryptography and public key cryptography. Shared key cryptog-
raphy allows preselected recipients with a cryptographic key to access
ciphered information. Identical private keys that are shared between
the users encrypts plain text information and decrypts ciphered infor-
mation. The problem with shared-key encryption is distributing the
key between communicants. If one of these keys is given to the com-
municants via the internet, then it may be intercepted, replicated, and
used to access the information by those outside the system. If one 
key is distributed offline, then it is vulnerable to other methods of
espionage, and distribution of the key becomes more difficult as the
number of participants increase. If a nation were to use this method to
encrypt its national internet, distributing the key to all its citizens
securely would be next to impossible. Also, shared-key encryption is
vulnerable to known-plaintext attacks, chosen plaintext attacks, differ-
ential cryptanalysis, and linear cryptanalysis.20
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Public key distribution on the other hand, allows a large number
of public users access to text while at the same time verifying the
identity of the communicants and ensuring that only authorized
users have access to it. This system, known as a public key infrastruc-
ture (PKI), involves generating two separate keys. One key at the
source (website) is private, and the other key belongs to the public
user. A site that wants to be publicly accessed will request a digital
certificate from server administrators. Once it receives the digital cer-
tificate, the site can now verify the digital identity of a user, and vice
versa. The unique or identifying quality of each key is referred to as a
digital (or electronic) signature. If web browsers were the only entity
deciphering and verifying these keys, malicious users could steal the
private key and access the user’s information. Such hackers could
also steal the public key, make a false website and access the informa-
tion of multiple users. To prevent this, servers rely on a certification
authority or CA. These CAs are trusted third-parties that issue a digital
certificate to the site and to the users. These certificates are confirmed
by the web browser, so a CA must be trusted by all of the major web
browsers to allow access to all, regardless of which browser the user
uses. The digital certificates are often reissued automatically at random
intervals to ensure that they have not been compromised. Periodic
audits are also performed on the CA by auditing companies such as
WebTrust and Verisign.

In South Korea, the public key infrastructure is not administered
extra-governmentally. It relies on the Korean Internet Security Agency
(KISA) as a central certificate authority, and falls under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning (MSIP). Acting as
the “root” CA, KISA dispenses control over the expedition of digital
certificates for public and private keys to officially accredited and pri-
vately run CAs. Currently, there are five Korean companies that are
accredited CAs.21 These encryption policies in South Korea are the
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foundation for what is known as a “national public key infrastruc-
ture,” or NPKI.

Political Obstacles

Given the nature of civil societies in liberal democracies, it is not
entirely certain that cyber borders would be politically manageable.
In some societies, freedom of expression supersedes issues of cyber
security within the politic. For these countries, cyber borders would
not be politically manageable. Furthermore, the democratic process
in many countries often impedes the formation of the political con-
sensus that is required to expedite new cyber policy. The speed of
technological development relative to that of policy formation also
makes it extremely difficult for governments to legislate technology.

The nation’s earliest form of cybersecurity policy was to require
all users making internet transactions to verify their identity by
entering their national ID number via SEED encryption software. But
doing so requires the user to run a program called ‘ActiveX.’ The pro-
gram was designed to identify malicious code embedded in add-ons
and plugins that are required to use many websites. Every time
someone uses these sites, ActiveX prompts the user to verify that
they know the risks involved with the download, and if they would
like to proceed despite the potential danger. This policy led to the
unintended consequences of requiring users to use Windows (often
an older version that would run ActiveX) and Internet Explorer in
order to interact with many South Korean websites.22

As suggested by Demchak and Dombrowski, a national control
mechanism, such as South Korea’s NPKI, would seem to provide
greater cybersecurity. However, that has not necessarily been the case,
as problems with software compatibility created new vulnerabilities
with the NPKI, which can be traced to early internet policies. In 1999,
the Electronic Signature Act directed all domestic websites running
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embedded technologies (such as credit card or other financial trans-
action processing, exchange rate and measurement conversion calcu-
lators, geographical location devices, embedded database search
engines, etc.) to require their users to provide proof of identity, in the
form of the user’s national ID number, in addition to his or her private
key. It was this system that initially caused incompatibilities with
web browsers, as the great number of sites with these embedded
technologies could not be accessed due to the inability of most web
browsers to properly generate SEED encrypted ID number verifica-
tion. Fortunately for Microsoft, it had already developed ActiveX in
1996, a program that allowed browsers using its earlier binary interface
standards to access these embedded technologies. The ActiveX plug-
in also allowed users in South Korea to download the SEED ID verifi-
cation and all embedded technologies on a Korean site.23

This is especially problematic from a security standpoint. Users
must download the embedded programs through ActiveX, often
multiple times during a single visit, each time potentially exposing
their systems to malware implanted at the source or in systems with
copies of Internet Explorer or Windows that have been compromised.
Furthermore, these downloaded programs are deleted when the user’s
cache and/or temporary downloads are cleared, requiring the user to
repeat the process each time he or she revisits the site. This increases
the chances of the user downloading malware surreptitiously. This
mandated process is also a problem for frustrated users, whose inter-
action with these sites is constantly being interrupted by notifications
of required downloads. He or she must then agree to the download
while simultaneously acknowledging the risks of doing so. The idea
behind this process is that allowing a user to control downloads to
his or her system will provide greater scrutiny of what is being
downloaded, and thus help prevent the infiltration of malware. How-
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ever, considering that the website cannot be accessed properly without
downloading the plug-in, a user’s only choices are to either download
the program or to not use the site. It is the contention of the author
that most users choose the former on a consistent basis. Furthermore,
their repeated acceptance of these downloads desensitizes them to
the dangers of such actions, and increases the number of system
incursions.

In a 2014 study on South Korean internet users’ on-line behavior,
the author of this paper conducted a survey on the response of South
Koreans to security plug-ins, specifically ActiveX.24 The results were
telling. 17.32% of participants responded that they automatically
downloaded all security plug-ins whenever instructed to do so, and
37.02% responded that they usually download the ActiveX -delivered
plug-in. Only 12.6% said that they seldom download plug-ins, with
only 1.57% responding that they never download such plugins (Table
1). When asked if their home computer had been rendered inoperable
due to malware, 32.2% responded that their system crashed one time
as a result of malware, 63.5% encountered this situation multiple
times, while only 4.3% reported that they had never been hacked in
that manner (Table 2).
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Table 1. Reaction to Warning Prompt

Action %

Always “allow” to view the website? 17.32

Usually “allow” to view the website? 37.02

Sometimes “allow” to view the website? 29.92

Seldom “allow” to view the website? 12.6

Never “allow” to view the website? 1.57

Investigate further 1.57 

24. J. Gustave Swanda, “The Dilemma of Software Uniformity and Cybersecurity
in South Korea” (Ph.D. Dissertation, Pukyong National University, 2016), pp.
105-107.



In 2005, the Ministry of Public Administration and Security
(MOPAS) had jurisdiction over the NPKI, and amended the ID
requirement to apply only to the websites of government institutions
and websites that are involved in financial transactions or informa-
tion.25 Later, amendments also required that systems abandon ActiveX
by 2017.26 Despite these revisions, there are still many educational
institution, government, banking, and e-commerce websites that fall
under the original provision, and thus are required to employ ActiveX
or similar plugins which have the same problems and vulnerabilities.

Psychological Constraints

The way citizens perceive their government’s role in cyberspace varies
greatly from state to state. Culture, history, and demographics are all
determinant factors of a nation’s psychology on issues such as privacy,
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Table 2. Compromised CPU or Mobile Device (Home)

Has your personal mobile device or PC been rendered inoperable 
by malware? If so, how many times?

%

Yes, only once. 32.2

Yes, more than once. 63.5

No, my home computing device has never stopped working due
to malware

4.3 



freedom of information, intellectual property, libel, and trust in the
government. Cyber borders may be psychologically acceptable in one
society, but not in another. These sui generis elements of the national
psyche may also impede the transition to a Westphalian internet.

In China for example, the government has met very little resistance
to its restrictive internet policies. Beginning in the mid 1990’s, succes-
sive regulations have increasingly limited what Chinese citizens can say
or access online. This led to the creation of Section Five of the Computer
Information Network and Internet Security, Protection, and Manage-
ment Regulations approved by the State Council on December 11, 1997
which states:

“No unit or individual may use the Internet to create, replicate, retrieve,
or transmit the following kinds of information:

1. Inciting to resist or breaking the Constitution or laws or the imple-
mentation of administrative regulations;

2. Inciting to overthrow the government or the socialist system;
3. Inciting division of the country, harming national unification;
4. Inciting hatred or discrimination among nationalities or harming the

unity of the nationalities;
5. Making falsehoods or distorting the truth, spreading rumors, destroy-

ing the order of society;
6. Promoting feudal superstitions, sexually suggestive material, gam-

bling, violence, murder;
7. Terrorism or inciting others to criminal activity; openly insulting other

people or distorting the truth to slander people;
8. Injuring the reputation of state organizations;
9. Other activities against the Constitution, laws or administrative 

regulations.”27

In addition to censorship of government criticism online, many com-
mercial and social networking sites such as Google and Facebook have
been banned and replaced by their domestic counterparts. There are as
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many as 18,000 websites that are blocked by the Chinese government.28

Penalties for violating these rules or using virtual private networks to
circumvent policy can be harsh. But despite the threat of imprison-
ment, there is still a subdued counterreaction to government actions
often through satire and sarcasm. “Chinese websites made subtle
grievances against the state’s censorship by sarcastically calling the
date of June 4th (the anniversary of the 1989 Tiananmen Square mas-
sacre) as “Chinese Internet Maintenance Day.”29 Perhaps this type of
subtle acknowledgement of censorship while still complying with
government policy would be psychologically manageable in China,
but would most likely be an atypical reaction to a government restrict-
ing the internet in other countries.

There are also those nations that have sought to control the flow
of certain sensitive foreign and domestic information only to find
their efforts undermined by a citizenry not willing to conform to state
standards. The best example of this is the Arab Spring. Despite the
ban on social networking and outside media sites, citizens of Tunisia,
Egypt, Libya, Yemen, Syria, and Bahrain were all able to utilize banned
sites to organize protest movements, disseminate censored information,
and eventually bring down many of those regimes.

The South Korean Government has also seen a surprising reaction
from its self-proclaimed “netizens” towards restrictive cyber policy.
Such reactions are often unexpected in a country renowned for con-
formity. In 2008, policymakers felt Korean bloggers were acting irre-
sponsibly by circulating rumors over the dangers of contracting mad
cow disease from American beef imports and posting malicious com-
ments about celebrities under pseudonyms. Public fervor ignited when
popular actress Choi Jin-sil committed suicide. There was widespread
speculation that negative comments posted about her on the internet
led to her suicide, and demands were made on legislators to prevent
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users from posting comments anonymously. In 2008, the so-called
“real-name internet” law was passed, which required people to use
their real name, verified by their national identification number when
posting comments on the internet.30 At first, internet users tolerated
the restrictions on their freedom of expression. But as cases of retribu-
tion by netizens against individuals who posted negative comments
on message boards grew, and after a system hack that led to a breach
of millions of South Korean identification numbers, public opinion
on the real-name law soured. The massive protests against the law
and public outcry from mostly younger Koreans sparked a movement
that eventually spilled over into the mainstream. Finally in 2012, the
constitutional court overturned the law finding that it “is unconstitu-
tional, and such provisions are in violation of the principle of less
restrictive alternative expression and freedom of speech of both users as
well as ISP’s in the cyberspace, and the self-dissemination of personal
information.”31 Part of controlling national cyber borders would be 
to mitigate the negative public perception that accompany such mea-
sures. However, a survey done by the Federation of Korean Industries
(FKI) showed that 78.6% of users wanted to get rid of ActiveX, and
88% experienced some sort of difficulties because of ActiveX.32 As
was the case with South Korea, such unforeseen perceptions are often
uncontrollable and difficult to predict.

The crux of the problem was that Microsoft Windows is the only
platform that supports ActiveX. This forced all online businesses and
their users to exclusively use Microsoft Windows. Consumers were
also forced to use Internet Explorer as it alone supported ActiveX. This
resulted in website developers, along with banking and shopping
sites, optimizing all websites for Internet Explorer. It became the South
Korean industry standard in web development, which has given
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Microsoft a near monopoly on Korean operating systems and web
browsers for over a decade.33

This policy seemed prudent at the time, and initially limited the
traffic from foreign users and potential threats. The program became
obsolete around 2005, yet the policy remained long after that. Mali-
cious codes can easily be embedded to circumvent ActiveX making the
program virtually useless. It seems the Windows/ActiveX platform,
although cutting-edge in 1998, left systems near defenseless by 2013.
Turn of the twenty-first security assets like ActiveX, were liabilities
when it came to the hacking techniques of 2013. They proved to not
be a very effective shield against today’s viruses and malware, or
against the ingenuity of today’s hackers.

However, political discord, national security concerns, and the
technology market turned such levels of national control into political
liabilities, and forced the South Korean government to effect change in
this area. In 2011, after pressure from makers of alternative technologies
such as smart phones forced the government to rethink their 10 year-
old cybersecurity strategy, the government created a bylaw calling for
the support of at least three different web browsers on government
websites. Even if varying the browser support for government websites
could change the now embedded on-line behavior of developers and
users, implementing change is very difficult. In order for websites to
stop using ActiveX plug-ins, a government appraisal committee must
evaluate the new technology to ensure it has the same level of security.
However, the committee did not approve any alternative websites since
its inception for over four years.34 So by moving farther away from the
rest of world, the South Korea government actually put its country’s
cyber infrastructure closer to harm’s way.
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Stuxnet

The Stuxnet virus is an exemplar of a cyber threat with catastrophic,
real-world consequences, which is a key element in Demchak and
Dombrowski’s model. It not only shifts policy focus towards a radically
new method of cyber defense, but it also serves as the fulcrum by
which public opinion is swayed towards cyber borders. However, is
that a fair representation of Stuxnet’s salience? It is not entirely certain
whether or not Stuxnet conforms to Demchak and Dombrowski’s char-
acterization as a catalyst for a new internet paradigm. To ascertain this,
the nature of the malicious code must be analyzed as well as its relation
to cyber-threat strategy.

Stuxnet was a large, densely coded computer virus designed
specifically to attack the synchronization mechanisms of the uranium
centrifuges at the Iranian nuclear facility. The virus replicated itself
and spread throughout the targeted system by utilizing a “zero-day”
exploit, a very rare and dangerous method of attack.35 A zero-day
exploit takes advantage of specific vulnerabilities in the software of
the host at the time of the incursion. With no defensive obstacles to
confront, nor any possibility of detection, the exploit spreads very
rapidly making containment extremely difficult if not impossible.
The first Stuxnet zero-day exploit spread itself to other sections of the
centrifuge’s systems by infecting the USB sticks of users. This exploit
was necessary, as the different sections of the centrifuge system, like
that of many highly-secured systems with catastrophic potential, were
not connected to each other nor to cyberspace. Throughout each sec-
tion, Stuxnet scanned the system in search of its target: the industrial
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control system used to program controllers that drive motors, valves,
and switches in industrial facilities. In order to execute new commands
to these industrial control systems on a Windows platform, the virus
must have an electronic certificate specific to that piece of hardware,
the contents of which are known only to a few at Microsoft, the manu-
facturer of the industrial equipment, and the end user. Forensic exami-
nation of the virus revealed that it used a valid, signed certificate
stolen from Realtek’s hardware manufacturing facilities in Taiwan.
This is no easy feat, leading experts to believe that the creators of the
virus had access to an extensive intelligence network.36

Further investigation showed that Stuxnet had not one but three
zero-day exploits in addition to 500 kilobytes of other malware coding,
a very large program compared to the average 10 to 15 kilobyte-sized
virus. Workers at the Iranian facility used Stuxnet-infected USB sticks
in both the centrifuge’s system and outside the system on work and
personal computers. This caused an enormous amount of collateral
damage, which is how Stuxnet was finally discovered.37 Each time
Stuxnet replicated itself it would contact one of two domains (web-
sites) in either Malaysia or Denmark. After securing the cooperation
of the domains’ DNS providers, investigators discovered that Stuxnet
had infected over 100,000 machines, a majority of which were in Iran.
Through trial and error, Stuxnet was attempting to upload itself to
the USB of someone who worked at the nuclear facility, where it
could download itself and eventually reach its intended target.38

The specificity of this virus’ functions is worth noting, as it makes
applying Stuxnet to another system with a different goal virtually
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impossible. Today the usefulness of the Stuxnet virus is in essence
dead. It had one specific goal, and that goal was achieved. Although
unintended residual effects from Stuxnet were felt by systems in
cyberspace for some time afterwards, the coded commands would
only have its intended effect on the Iranian centrifuge. Once the virus
was discovered and deconstructed, cybersecurity firms were able to
tag its specific characteristics, allowing most security programs and
firewalls to detect and block the virus. The entirety of Stuxnet’s code
has since been open sourced, however the fear that an international
actor could employ the same or similar techniques found in Stuxnet
remains.

While Demchack and Dombrowski’s claim of Stuxnet causing a
panic among states and shifting emphasis towards borders appears
to be correct, it would be inaccurate to claim that such trepidation is
due entirely to Stuxnet. The fear of a cyber doomsday weapon existed
long before Stuxnet’s creation. In 1996, then CIA director John Deutch,
told a Daily News interviewer that hackers “could launch “electronic
Pearl Harbor” cyberattacks on vital U.S. information systems.” Shortly
thereafter at a U.S. Senate Governmental Affairs Permanent Subcom-
mittee on Investigations hearing, Deputy Attorney General Jaimie
Gorelick reiterated Deutch’s fears by telling subcommittee members,
“we will have a cyber-equivalent of Pearl Harbor at some point, and we
do not want to wait for that wake-up call.”39 These statements by high-
level government officials started the ball rolling towards domestic
cyberdefense policy, as anti-terrorist efforts in the U.S., China and
Europe slowly began shifting focus to include cyber threats, the idea
being that a large scale cyberattack against a nation’s critical infra-
structure could be as devastating as conventional terrorism or acts of
war. Even after the terrorist attacks on Washington and New York on
September 11, 2001, when national security policy was reevaluated,
many inside and outside the government believed the next big attack
would happen in cyberspace.
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Furthermore, it can be inferred from the Stuxnet experience that
cyber borders would be ineffective against a zero-day threat like Stuxnet.
The virus showed that connectivity is not necessary to infiltrate secure,
closed systems. After all, the virus’ success was dependent upon the
intelligence gathered for its creation and implementation. It is not
unrealistic to assume that the distribution of such a cyber weapon
could just as easily be distributed in a national cyber domain, given
the intelligence and resources necessary for the attack.

Economic Effects

Another aspect that is overlooked in the Westphalian model is the
economic effect that national divisions in cyberspace may have. Such
effects were evident in the development of South Korean early e-
commerce policies related to the Digital Signature Act. The govern-
ment’s early cyber policy tried to stop cyber fraud by regulating the
architecture of doing business over the internet. This was a part of
the rationale behind the mandatory identification number verifica-
tion policy. Requiring patrons to download the identification plug-in
(ActiveX), enter a national ID number, and other such verifications
made it almost impossible for South Korean companies to serve cus-
tomers outside of Korea. Meanwhile, Korean online shoppers increas-
ingly frequented foreign e-commerce sites, due in part to the previ-
ously mentioned compatibility issues between the plug-in and non-
Microsoft operating and browsing software. This led to an erosion of
online business across the board in South Korea, a development
lamented by South Korean companies. In March of 2014, the FKI 
lobbied President Park Geun Hye and the South Korean legislature to
repeal the ActiveX and ID entry policy. Data from the Korea Institute
for Industrial Economics and Trade showed that despite having
greater connectivity and superior internet infrastructure than most of
its foreign counterparts, South Korea’s on-line shopping sector was
only 2.69 billion USD or .24% of its GDP, compared to 1.24% in the
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U.S. and 1.68% in China.40

Although the president promised to replace ActiveX with a less
restrictive and more interactive plan, ActiveX or similar plugins remain
in place for verifying financial transactions. In order for cyber borders
to be viable, they must allow the free flow of commerce over the inter-
net. A centrally controlled national cyberspace could very well expe-
rience the same problems as South Korea, or worse. This issue would
present a problem that policymakers would have to address first and
foremost when devising strategies to exert greater sovereignty over
the internet.

Conclusion

Demchack and Dombrowski have presented some sound arguments
for the “transformation from frontier to substrate across cyberspace,”
and many of their postulates, are in fact, indisputable. Governments
are indeed seeking to define national cyber boundaries, and to have
greater control over the electronic data within their borders. If tech-
nology, the politic and, most importantly, their constituencies would
allow it, an international cyber Westphalian system could become an
inevitability. However as South Korean forays into these boundaries
have shown, the limitations of technology, the inefficiency of the
political process, and the diversity of the national psyche mean that
such a system could not feasibly be realized in the form Demchack,
Dombrowski, and others have imagined. If and when liberal democ-
racies attempt to implement such policies, the negative effects to both
the economic and systemic base of national cyberspace may be enough
to force most nations to seek alternative strategies. The establishment
of shared international norms for cyberspace and international agree-
ments on cybersecurity are not necessarily accompanied by cyber
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borders.
In the case of South Korea, there has been a consistent push towards

centralizing control of national cyberspace. Despite a majority of
users regularly following the government-mandated protocols on a
regular basis (54.34%), an overwhelming amount (95.7%) have had
their systems compromised at least once.41 These numbers do not sup-
port the idea that a strong, centralized government-run cyberspace 
is any more secure than a PKI that operates outside of government
control. Although the government has repealed its mandate of ActiveX,
it has simply replaced it with new protocols for downloading plug-ins.
This may bring similar problems, and possibly more impediments to
the free flow of information and commerce domestically and interna-
tionally. There is anecdotal argument to be made against centraliza-
tion of the internet as well. Throughout the government’s attempts to
secure its cyber infrastructure over the past decade, the country has
been plagued with many successful, high-profile cyberattacks on
industry and the government. This may be a sign that the govern-
ment needs a new tactic. In order to avoid the economic and logistic
pitfalls of a tightly sanctioned internet, policy makers should consider
following the examples of other countries, and leave the responsibility
for commercial and personal cybersecurity up to trusted browsers and
the individuals themselves.
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